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Then followed that beautiful season... 

Summer....
Filled was the air with a dreamy and 

magical light; and the landscape lay as if new 

created in all the freshness of childhood.

- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

CONCERTS UNDER THE ELMS 2010

June 24 The American Band
 Patriotic music and “pops” repertoire

July 8 Atwater-Donnelly Band
 Traditional American and 
 Celtic Folk music

July 15 Duke Robillard Band
 Classic blues, R&B, and swing

July 22 Steve Smith & The Nakeds
 Rhythm and Blues Band

July 29 Swing N’ Strings With Al Basile
 Swing, Jazz and Blues

August 5 Magnolia
 Cajun Music

Adults $8.  RIHS members and children under 12 Free.

All concerts begin at 6:30 pm on the John Brown House 
Museum lawn, 52 Power Street, Providence.
For information call 401-331-8575, ext. 33 or 
mlupham@rihs.org.
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New Mayor of Woonsocket  
Recognizes Importance of MOWC
In December, 2009 Leo T. Fontaine was inaugurated as the 
new Mayor of the City of Woonsocket. He succeeded Mayor 
Susan D. Menard who had served for 14 years as the chief 
executive of the city. Mayor Menard had been instrumental in 
the opening of the Museum of Work and Culture in 1997 and 
its continuing operation.

Mayor Fontaine, a native of Woonsocket, has been an elected 
City official since 1993 and has amply demonstrated his  
continued support of the Museum.  He recognizes the  
Museum as “an important element in ongoing efforts to build 
and revitalize the market square and the remainder of the Main 
Street area and the City as a whole.”  The Museum of Work 
& Culture also “provides a source of activity and learning near 
other attractions, and thus visitors can enjoy themselves in the 
City for an extended period of time.” He further stated that he 
has always “worked to support the Museum in all of its  
initiatives and will continue to do so.” 

Consul General of France Tours MOWC  
In December, Mayor Fontaine, Bernard Fishman, Anne Conway,  
Raymond Bacon and Roger Begin, Honorary Consul of France to 
Rhode Island, welcomed Monsieur Christophe Guilhou, the new 
Consul General of France in Boston, to the Museum.  A group of 
twenty-five Museum volunteers and supporters also came to meet 
the Consul and joined him on his first tour of the Museum. 

Monsieur Guilhou who was born in the City of Lille, France, 
an area known for its manufacturing of beautiful textiles, was 
very intrigued to learn that several manufacturers who origi-
nated from his City, had owned and operated many of the 
Woonsocket textile mills in the first half of the 20th century.  

The New Consul of France has many years of diplomatic  
experience. Before assuming his functions as Consul General 
of France in Boston on August 24th, 2009, Christophe Guilhou 
served as Deputy Representative of France to the United  
Nations in Geneva from 2006 to 2009. 

International Francophonie Celebration
The Museum is working again with the New England  
Francophone Committee to plan and present a wide variety of 
cultural events during the International Francophonie Celebration 
Quinzaine de la Francophonie from March 13 through the 28.  
For more information, please visit www.franco-newengland.org.

From left to right: Roger Begin, RIHS  President Emeritus; Ray Bacon, 
Co-Director, RIHS Museum of Work & Culture; Consul General of France 
Christophe Guilhou; Mayor Leo Fontaine, City of Woonsocket; Anne Conway, 
Co-Director, RIHS Museum of Work & Culture and Bernard Fishman, RIHS 
Executive Director. 
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The Rhode Island Historical Society is a nonprofit organization sustained by our 
many generous donors, members and volunteers.  While we preserve the past, our 
members and donors ensure our future through membership fees, special gifts, and 
donations.  Rhode Island’s history is the story of all the people who have lived here. 
We need your help to tell those stories. 

MeMbership

Whether you join at the Basic Level or opt for a Lifetime Membership, your  
membership in the Rhode Island Historical Society supports our mission to  
collect, preserve and share the Ocean State’s rich history.   For more information 
please contact Ms. Mary Lou Upham at 401-331-8575, ext. 33. 

how You CAn DonAte

Cash – Monetary donations are an important source of operational support for the 
Society programs including research and collections, exhibits, educational program 
support, equipment and staff development.

in-kind gifts – Donations of in-kind gifts may include equipment and/or materials to 
build or enhance exhibits, programs and special events. Donations of services are also a 
valuable way of contributing to the Society. Let us discuss your in-kind gift with you. 

stocks and bonds – Appreciated stocks or bonds make for a gift that benefits not 
only the Society but also benefits the giver with a significant tax advantage.

Gifts made through a will – Consult your estate planner to prepare the perfect gift 
for future generations of the Rhode Island Historical Society patrons.

Life insurance – Declare the Rhode Island Historical Society as a beneficiary on a 
new or existing policy. This will ensure the Society’s success for generations to come.

For information on ways to give, please call the Development office at 401-331-8575,  
ext .33, or mleroy@rihs.org.  All gifts are tax deductible to the extent provided by law. c
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Education by the Busload

What do the Department of Housing  
and Urban Development and the 
Rhode Island Historical Society have 
in common?  A commitment to serving 
the students of our cities, that’s what.  
And in 2009 the RIHS’s Museum 
of Work and Culture applied for and 
received a Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG) from our long-time 
partners and supporters, the City of 
Woonsocket.  

Over the years, as many of you know, it has become harder and harder 
for teachers to take time away from their schedules for field trips.  On 
the museum side, we often focus on the decrease in visitors, but the 
trouble is actually much deeper, and for those of us who believe in the 
importance of experiential learning outside of the classroom, it is dire.  
Those student visitors aren’t just numbers to us; they are people who 
we hope will come to our museum to learn about the past, but also the 
present, to take with them a historical empathy, and an increased sense 
of caring about others in their communities.  Because, in fact, that is 
what the Museum of Work & Culture so aptly represents: the  
commitment of a community to preserving and educating the public, 
with special attention to the youth, about its history.

Luckily for us, the city and  the  
Woonsocket school district share this 
desire, and it took everyone coming 
together to make this happen.  What 
a dynamic project it has been, and 
continues to be.  In the fall, fifth grade 
teachers joined us at the museum for 
a full day to see what students will 
experience when they come to the site. 
With a CDBG grant, we can do so  
much more: we are helping the  
teachers integrate the Museum of 
Work & Culture into their curricula, 
paying for their buses, their substitutes 
when need be, making their arrangements to get a Ranger tour from 
the John H. Chafee Blackstone River Valley National Heritage  
Corridor Commission, and providing teachers and students with as 
many resources about immigration and labor as we can get our hands 
on!  In February, we’ll be welcoming the eleventh grade teachers to 
do the same.  And their students keep rolling in!

It is an ambitious project, and one that would not be possible without 
the City of Woonsocket and its school district.  They are helping 
us reach our goal of making sure that every student in Woonsocket 
gets to experience the Museum of Work & Culture in the fifth and 
eleventh grades, and that money is never an issue.  c

C. Morgan Grefe, Ph.D. 

Director

Newell D. Goff Center for Education and Public Program

c  Education

Executive Director Bernard  
Fishman was joined by architect 
Cornelis deBoer and Ed Burman 
of E. W. Burman Construction in 
a groundbreaking ceremony 
marking the official start of 
construction work at the John 
Brown House Museum. This  
project will install nine geothermal 
wells and a new air handler to  
provide climate control at the 
house for the first time in its  
history. Now underway, work 
should be completed by June,  
just in time for summer visitors. 

Cool summer Coming to the 
John brown house Museum

Left to Right: Cornelis deBoer, Bernard Fishman and 
Edward Burman break ground on the John Brown House 
Museum HVAC project. 

c Main Street
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RIHS Library Hosts Preservation Programs & Resources

On February 20, 2010 the RIHS Collections Preservation 
Series continued with “Book Love: A History of Bound Books and 
their Care.” RIHS Printed Collection Librarian Phoebe S. Bean 
presented an illustrated talk to a sold out crowd of book lovers 
in the Reading Room of the Library. 

Participants enjoyed a 
thorough and lively  
discussion of the history 
of bookbinding styles 
with a particular emphasis 
on American trends; 
how to identify the parts, 
construction and date of 
a book; how books are 
commonly damaged and 

how to best care for your books for long-term preservation. The 
program also featured video footage of the notorious Florence 
Flood of 1966 and the conservation challenges of its aftermath.

Also highlighting  
preservation at RIHS, an 
IMLS grant has brought 
a wonderful new resource 
to the reading room: the 
“Connecting to Collection 
Bookshelf ”. Patrons can now 
access this consolidated set 
of collections care reference 
works including:  The Care 
of Prints and Drawings and 
Caring for Your Family  
Treasures. Ask the Reference 
staff to show you the way.

The first program in the RIHS Collections Preservation Series 
occurred last fall, with the program “Caring for your Family 
Papers- letters, photos and other documents.” Look for more 
preservation programs in this series on next year’s schedule of 
Library events!

Sunday, May 16, 2:00 p.m.
2010 Annual Newell D. Goff Lecture
Salomon Hall, Brown University
For more information: Dalila Goulart
(401) 331-8575 x45 or programs@rihs.org

Whether it is a hobby or a life-long passion, antiquing in New 
England has become a common pastime. For owners and  
collectors of antiques, these objects offer a unique opportunity to 
experience a previous era, appreciate superb craftsmanship, and 
sometimes profit in a lucrative market. Come learn the origins 
and changing notions of collecting and antiquing in  
New England. This exciting lecture panel will feature leading 
voices in the field today: Professor Briann Greenfield from the 
Department of History at Central Connecticut State  
University and author of Out of the Attic: Inventing Antiques in 
Twentieth-Century New England, Scott Davis, co-proprietor of 
the Rhode Island Antiques Mall, and Leslie Keno, Director of 
American Furniture and Decorative Arts at Sotheby’s and  
co-author of Hidden Treasures: Searching for Masterpieces of 
American Furniture. The 2010 Goff Lecture is co-sponsored with 
the John Nicholas Brown Center for Public Humanities and 
Cultural Heritage at Brown University. 
 

Leslie Keno has been actively involved in the field of American 
antiques since childhood. Keno joined Sotheby’s American  
Furniture and Decorative Arts department as a cataloguer in 
1980, and was appointed director of the department in 1983. He 
and his brother Leigh make regular appearances as appraisers on 
the PBS series “Antiques Roadshow” and are co-authors of  
Hidden Treasures: Searching for Masterpieces of American Furniture.

Dr. Briann Greenfield is associate professor of history and  
coordinator of the public history program at Central Connecticut 
State University. Her specializations include New England 
regional culture, public and popular memory, and the history 
of historic preservation. Greenfield is author of Out of the Attic: 
Inventing Antiques in Twentieth-Century New England, which 
traces the rise of the modern market for antique goods and the 
transformation of antiques from family keepsakes to valuable 
artistic objects.

Scott Davis is co-owner of the Rhode Island Antiques Mall in 
Pawtucket, one of the largest outlets of its kind in New England. 
Davis has been “antiquing” for the past 25 years. He and his wife 
Rae purchased the former Jabbour Electronics building and have 
run the Antiques Mall since October 2007. The Mall has gained 
wide attention of collectors and dealers alike because of the high 
caliber of its antiques.

Making the New England Mummies Dance: 
Creating and Hunting Antiques in New England 
Featuring Leslie Keno
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fter a process lasting over 2½ years, the American 
Association of Museums has granted accreditation 
to the Rhode Island Historical Society.  This is 
a very significant accomplishment, as the status 

of accreditation is the highest national recognition available for 
a museum/historical society, and signifies excellence in every 
aspect of organizational activity: governance, collections care 
and management, public programs, financial stability, high  
professional standards, and continuing institutional improvement.  
Only 775 of the nation’s 17,500 museum-type institutions are 
accredited, less than 5%, and only four others in Rhode Island 
are accredited (RISD Museum of Art, the Preservation Society 
of Newport County {the Newport Mansions}, the Newport Art 
Museum, and the Slater Mill Historic Site).

What is more, this accreditation earned by the Rhode Island 
Historical Society is both considerably broader and deeper than 
the similarly-named, but far less comprehensive, accreditation 
we had in the 1990’s.  For one thing, the standards for the  
program have grown much, much tougher, especially in areas of 
financial stability, collections management, and board governance 
structures.  For another, the whole RIHS is now accredited: in 
the old days, our accreditation was limited to something called 
the Museum of Rhode Island History at Aldrich House, and 
excluded the Library, the John Brown House, and the Museum 
of Work and Culture (only opened in 1997).  Now, the whole 
Society can proudly say that it meets the existing requirement 
of accreditation, from the library reception desk to the John 

Brown House walking tours, 
and everything in between.  We 
can truly state now that we are, 
in full, among the very best of 
America’s museums and  
historical organizations.  

It has taken almost six years of 
demanding and relentless effort 
to rebuild and strengthen the 
RIHS to reach this great outcome.  
Many of our members will recall 
how frayed the Society had become before we embarked on this 
massive institutional reformation.  Since 2002, we have raised 
$9 million in new support, restructured our finances, restored 
the John Brown House and repaired our other facilities,  
enormously expanded our educational programs, and brought 
our collections management to the highest levels.  Accreditation 
confirms this astounding transformation.  

I am proud of our members who have stood by us, proud of the 
incredible dedication of the staff, and proud of the board that 
could wisely support us and help guide us through these great 
changes.  As Ford W. Bell, President of the American Association 
of Museums says of our accreditation: “The citizens of Rhode 
Island can take considerable pride in their state historical society, 
for its commitment to excellence and for the value it brings to 
the community.”  

RIHS Receives Highest National Recognition
American Association of Museums Awards Accreditation!
By Bernard Fishman, Executive Director

c Hear Ye, Hear ye
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The Rhode Island Historical Society will present The Third Dimension: Rhode 
Island in 3-D through the medium of stereo views on Saturday June 19, 2010.  
The show will present the history of Rhode Island and its environs from the 
black and white of the 1890s to the brilliant color of the 1960s with expert  
narration by historian Ned Connors.  The image to the left is just one of the 
many wonderful images to be presented in the show.  Other highlights include 
images of our own Senator Sheldon Whitehouse as a baby and dramatic images 
of the 1955 Blackstone River flood.  This fundraising event will help support 
the Society’s ongoing effort to inventory and catalog the vast and unique visual 
resources in our Graphics Collection.  During the first 3 years, the Graphics 
Inventory Project has identified 185,000 individual items within our collections.  
Look for your invitation in the mail to this exciting event and help us preserve 
and share the visual history of Rhode Island.

save the Date! the third Dimension: rhode island in 3-D
Saturday, June 19, 2010 

Stereo view:  Colossal Statue for the Soldiers Monument at 
Antietam. MD, Westerly Granite Works, #2002.6.2.51
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Graphics
Postcards are wonderful 
resources for studying 
changes in physical and 
social landscapes.  They 
range from the popular 
“Wish You Were Here” 
scenes of tropical splendor 
to images of local haunts 
and local events.  It was 
also popular to print 
images of one’s own 
family onto postcards 
and send them to far 
flung family members 
with an update on 
the back.  The RIHS 
Postcard Collection is 
well-established and 
steadily growing thanks 
to a generous annual  
donation from the 
Rhode Island Post Card 
Club.  This year we’ve acquired many excellent cards including 
one documenting Miss Fourth of July and her Court at the Bristol 
Parade in 1998 and one celebrating the kitschy interior of the 
Deep Sea Cocktail Lounge at the Crown Hotel in Providence 
during the 1930s.

c  New Acquisitions
c  New Acquisitions

who we Are: stories from the smallest state
Though geographically small, Rhode Island is culturally vast, having 
become a new home to peoples from around the world for centuries. In 
this series we are delighted to highlight the historical societies of Rhode 
Island, honoring their important work in collecting and preserving 

the stories of the many different cultures and heritages that together 
make up our state’s unique identity. This newsletter edition features 
the first of the series, the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association.

Reynolds Family Portraits
Often it is easier to find information about the men in a family 
than about the women. For the Reynolds family portraits the  
Society recently received from Barbara Wessel, we know more 
about the subject of the portrait we didn’t receive—that of 
Colonel William H. Reynolds. Reynolds, a cotton broker in 
Providence, served with the First Rhode Island Light Artillery 
in the Civil War after volunteering in May 1861 and accepting a 
lieutenant’s commission from Governor Sprague. Reynolds  
eventually became a Lieutenant Colonel, and managed  
abandoned plantations for the Treasury Department. 

But though it has been promised, 
we don’t have his portrait; we 
have one of his wife, Emily 
Blanchard Reynolds, and one 
of his daughter-in-law, Mary 
Lizzie Keep Reynolds, and the 
search for their lives in official 
records is more difficult.  
What we do know is that  
Emily Blanchard Reynolds was 
born on August 27, 1828 and 
died on November 10, 1906; 
she is buried in Swan Point 
Cemetery. Mary Lizzie Keep 
Reynolds, born on December 6, 
1852 married Emily Reynolds’ 
son Daniel Carpenter Reynolds 
on May 6, 1874. Daniel, born 
1853, was only 35 when he died 
in 1888, but before his death, 
he and Mary Lizzie lived at 
33 ½ Benefit Street between 
Halsey and Jenckes Streets. 
The couple had five children, 
one of whom was the ancestor 
of the donor of these portraits. 

Mary Lizzie’s portrait was 
made by Walter Francis 
Brown, an artist born in 
Providence in 1853 who 
attended Brown University 
before studying in France with 
Jean Leon Gerome. Daniel C. 
Reynolds was the author of A 
Romance in Smoke, published in 1876 and illustrated by Walter 
Francis Brown; were the two of them friends at Brown? It seems 
so plausible: friends at college, one asks the other to paint his 
young wife, and the painting is preserved and handed down from 
generation to generation, until it comes to us, where we can share 
its story—as much as we know—with everyone.

Mary Lizzie Keep Reynolds 

Oil on canvas with gold over mat by 
Walter Francis Brown 1870-1880

Gift of Barbara Wessel

Emily Blanchard Reynolds
Oil on canvas by unknown artist 

1880-1890
Gift of Barbara Wessel

Printed Collection
The RIHS Library collects materials that document and provide 
thoughtful analysis of over 500 years of the people of Rhode  
Island--From the original inhabitants of the Narragansett Bay 
lands to our most recent immigrant additions. New scholarship 
about the Latino communities of Rhode Island is recording the 
diversity of the current Rhode Island experience. The library 
has acquired some of the best new works about specific national 
groups such as: In Search of Providence: Transnational Mayan 
Identities by Patricia Foxen and Encountering American Faultlines: 
Race, Class, and Dominican Incorporation in Providence by Jose 
Itzigsohn; Along with others including an excellent overview of 
political change in Rhode Island Latino Political Empowerment: 
the Evolution of Latino Politics, 1996-2006 by Tomás Alberto 
Ávila. Come visit the Library to research this modern history in 
the making.

Postcard: Miss Fourth of July and her Court, 

Bristol, RI, 1998, #2009.123.9

Postcard: Deep Sea Cocktail Lounge at the 
Crown Hotel, Providence, RI, c1930s, 

#2009.121.1

Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association

Founded in 1951, the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association is 
one of America’s oldest state or local Jewish historical organizations, 
and has been one of the most productive.

Because Newport’s colonial Jewish community was already 
widely known, the Association has emphasized Providence and 
sister communities that evolved and prospered during the 19th 
and 20th centuries.  Nevertheless, Newport has remained a 
favorite focal point and a font of reinterpretation.

Through countless gifts, the Association has built a huge archival 
collection.  It includes more than 5,000 photographs, tens of  
thousands of congregational and organizational records, thousands 
of newspaper clippings, as well as many genealogical studies and 
personal mementos.  College and graduate students, teachers, 
scholars, and genealogists frequently study this amazing collection. 

The Association is particularly proud of its annual journal, Rhode 
Island Jewish Historical Notes, which has published approximately 
400 articles since 1954.  To celebrate the journal’s 50th anniver-
sary, The Jews of Rhode Island, an anthology of notable articles and 
photographs, was published in 2005 with Brandeis University 
Press and University Press of New England.

As a member-supported organization, the Association presents 
at least two distinguished speakers annually.  There are also  
occasional trips to museums, libraries, and other cultural 
institutions.  The Association, whose early meetings were held 
at John Brown House, has enjoyed a warm relationship with 
the Rhode Island Historical Society.  One of the Association’s 
longtime presidents, Dr. Seebert J. Goldowsky, served on the 
Society’s board of trustees, and RIHS Executive Director,  
Bernard P. Fishman, was the featured speaker at the Association’s 
2009 annual meeting!

This past fall the Association and the Society cosponsored a highly 
successful Jewish genealogical workshop.  The two organizations 
will surely continue to work together so that a richer understanding 
of Jewish history and Rhode Island history will endure.

By George M. Goodwin, Ph.D.

RIHS Board member

former RIJHA president and current editor of the RIJHA journal

c  History Alive
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Image Citation: Newport (R.I.)  Colony of Rhode-Island, 
&c. At a town-meeting held at Newport, the 12th day of 
January, 1774. Henry Ward, Esq; moderator. [Newport, 
R.I.]: Printed by Solomon Southwick, [1774].  Alden #543.  
Call No.: G1157 Broadsides 1774 No.3.

Talk of the Town, 18th Century-Style
All broadsides from 1693 to 1775, which were previously not fully catalogued, 
are now fully accessible to researchers through NETOP, our online catalog, and 
have been housed to top archival standards.  Phase II will address material from 
1776 to 1800.

Broadsides are generally printed on one side of a sheet of paper and were either 
posted in public places or offered for sale.  They were used in early America by 
the government, businesses, and individuals as a way to disseminate information 
to the public.  Because they were usually posted out of doors, very few survive.

The RIHS Broadside Collection is truly the most stellar assembly of R.I. 
imprints in the world.  Of the broadsides cataloged thus far, 46 of them are the 
only known copies in the world, 8 are one of only 2 copies known to exist, and 
17 of these were unknown to scholars in 1949.
Thanks to the generous support from the following organizations:
Rhode Island Society of the Sons of the Revolution
Rhode Island Society of Colonial Wars
Rhode Island Society of the Sons of the American Revolution
General Society of Colonial Wars
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young wife, and the painting is preserved and handed down from 
generation to generation, until it comes to us, where we can share 
its story—as much as we know—with everyone.

Mary Lizzie Keep Reynolds 

Oil on canvas with gold over mat by 
Walter Francis Brown 1870-1880

Gift of Barbara Wessel

Emily Blanchard Reynolds
Oil on canvas by unknown artist 

1880-1890
Gift of Barbara Wessel

Printed Collection
The RIHS Library collects materials that document and provide 
thoughtful analysis of over 500 years of the people of Rhode  
Island--From the original inhabitants of the Narragansett Bay 
lands to our most recent immigrant additions. New scholarship 
about the Latino communities of Rhode Island is recording the 
diversity of the current Rhode Island experience. The library 
has acquired some of the best new works about specific national 
groups such as: In Search of Providence: Transnational Mayan 
Identities by Patricia Foxen and Encountering American Faultlines: 
Race, Class, and Dominican Incorporation in Providence by Jose 
Itzigsohn; Along with others including an excellent overview of 
political change in Rhode Island Latino Political Empowerment: 
the Evolution of Latino Politics, 1996-2006 by Tomás Alberto 
Ávila. Come visit the Library to research this modern history in 
the making.

Postcard: Miss Fourth of July and her Court, 

Bristol, RI, 1998, #2009.123.9

Postcard: Deep Sea Cocktail Lounge at the 
Crown Hotel, Providence, RI, c1930s, 

#2009.121.1

Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association

Founded in 1951, the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association is 
one of America’s oldest state or local Jewish historical organizations, 
and has been one of the most productive.

Because Newport’s colonial Jewish community was already 
widely known, the Association has emphasized Providence and 
sister communities that evolved and prospered during the 19th 
and 20th centuries.  Nevertheless, Newport has remained a 
favorite focal point and a font of reinterpretation.

Through countless gifts, the Association has built a huge archival 
collection.  It includes more than 5,000 photographs, tens of  
thousands of congregational and organizational records, thousands 
of newspaper clippings, as well as many genealogical studies and 
personal mementos.  College and graduate students, teachers, 
scholars, and genealogists frequently study this amazing collection. 

The Association is particularly proud of its annual journal, Rhode 
Island Jewish Historical Notes, which has published approximately 
400 articles since 1954.  To celebrate the journal’s 50th anniver-
sary, The Jews of Rhode Island, an anthology of notable articles and 
photographs, was published in 2005 with Brandeis University 
Press and University Press of New England.

As a member-supported organization, the Association presents 
at least two distinguished speakers annually.  There are also  
occasional trips to museums, libraries, and other cultural 
institutions.  The Association, whose early meetings were held 
at John Brown House, has enjoyed a warm relationship with 
the Rhode Island Historical Society.  One of the Association’s 
longtime presidents, Dr. Seebert J. Goldowsky, served on the 
Society’s board of trustees, and RIHS Executive Director,  
Bernard P. Fishman, was the featured speaker at the Association’s 
2009 annual meeting!

This past fall the Association and the Society cosponsored a highly 
successful Jewish genealogical workshop.  The two organizations 
will surely continue to work together so that a richer understanding 
of Jewish history and Rhode Island history will endure.

By George M. Goodwin, Ph.D.

RIHS Board member

former RIJHA president and current editor of the RIJHA journal

c  History Alive
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Image Citation: Newport (R.I.)  Colony of Rhode-Island, 
&c. At a town-meeting held at Newport, the 12th day of 
January, 1774. Henry Ward, Esq; moderator. [Newport, 
R.I.]: Printed by Solomon Southwick, [1774].  Alden #543.  
Call No.: G1157 Broadsides 1774 No.3.

Talk of the Town, 18th Century-Style
All broadsides from 1693 to 1775, which were previously not fully catalogued, 
are now fully accessible to researchers through NETOP, our online catalog, and 
have been housed to top archival standards.  Phase II will address material from 
1776 to 1800.

Broadsides are generally printed on one side of a sheet of paper and were either 
posted in public places or offered for sale.  They were used in early America by 
the government, businesses, and individuals as a way to disseminate information 
to the public.  Because they were usually posted out of doors, very few survive.

The RIHS Broadside Collection is truly the most stellar assembly of R.I. 
imprints in the world.  Of the broadsides cataloged thus far, 46 of them are the 
only known copies in the world, 8 are one of only 2 copies known to exist, and 
17 of these were unknown to scholars in 1949.
Thanks to the generous support from the following organizations:
Rhode Island Society of the Sons of the Revolution
Rhode Island Society of Colonial Wars
Rhode Island Society of the Sons of the American Revolution
General Society of Colonial Wars
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RIHS Library Hosts Preservation Programs & Resources

On February 20, 2010 the RIHS Collections Preservation 
Series continued with “Book Love: A History of Bound Books and 
their Care.” RIHS Printed Collection Librarian Phoebe S. Bean 
presented an illustrated talk to a sold out crowd of book lovers 
in the Reading Room of the Library. 

Participants enjoyed a 
thorough and lively  
discussion of the history 
of bookbinding styles 
with a particular emphasis 
on American trends; 
how to identify the parts, 
construction and date of 
a book; how books are 
commonly damaged and 

how to best care for your books for long-term preservation. The 
program also featured video footage of the notorious Florence 
Flood of 1966 and the conservation challenges of its aftermath.

Also highlighting  
preservation at RIHS, an 
IMLS grant has brought 
a wonderful new resource 
to the reading room: the 
“Connecting to Collection 
Bookshelf ”. Patrons can now 
access this consolidated set 
of collections care reference 
works including:  The Care 
of Prints and Drawings and 
Caring for Your Family  
Treasures. Ask the Reference 
staff to show you the way.

The first program in the RIHS Collections Preservation Series 
occurred last fall, with the program “Caring for your Family 
Papers- letters, photos and other documents.” Look for more 
preservation programs in this series on next year’s schedule of 
Library events!

Sunday, May 16, 2:00 p.m.
2010 Annual Newell D. Goff Lecture
Salomon Hall, Brown University
For more information: Dalila Goulart
(401) 331-8575 x45 or programs@rihs.org

Whether it is a hobby or a life-long passion, antiquing in New 
England has become a common pastime. For owners and  
collectors of antiques, these objects offer a unique opportunity to 
experience a previous era, appreciate superb craftsmanship, and 
sometimes profit in a lucrative market. Come learn the origins 
and changing notions of collecting and antiquing in  
New England. This exciting lecture panel will feature leading 
voices in the field today: Professor Briann Greenfield from the 
Department of History at Central Connecticut State  
University and author of Out of the Attic: Inventing Antiques in 
Twentieth-Century New England, Scott Davis, co-proprietor of 
the Rhode Island Antiques Mall, and Leslie Keno, Director of 
American Furniture and Decorative Arts at Sotheby’s and  
co-author of Hidden Treasures: Searching for Masterpieces of 
American Furniture. The 2010 Goff Lecture is co-sponsored with 
the John Nicholas Brown Center for Public Humanities and 
Cultural Heritage at Brown University. 
 

Leslie Keno has been actively involved in the field of American 
antiques since childhood. Keno joined Sotheby’s American  
Furniture and Decorative Arts department as a cataloguer in 
1980, and was appointed director of the department in 1983. He 
and his brother Leigh make regular appearances as appraisers on 
the PBS series “Antiques Roadshow” and are co-authors of  
Hidden Treasures: Searching for Masterpieces of American Furniture.

Dr. Briann Greenfield is associate professor of history and  
coordinator of the public history program at Central Connecticut 
State University. Her specializations include New England 
regional culture, public and popular memory, and the history 
of historic preservation. Greenfield is author of Out of the Attic: 
Inventing Antiques in Twentieth-Century New England, which 
traces the rise of the modern market for antique goods and the 
transformation of antiques from family keepsakes to valuable 
artistic objects.

Scott Davis is co-owner of the Rhode Island Antiques Mall in 
Pawtucket, one of the largest outlets of its kind in New England. 
Davis has been “antiquing” for the past 25 years. He and his wife 
Rae purchased the former Jabbour Electronics building and have 
run the Antiques Mall since October 2007. The Mall has gained 
wide attention of collectors and dealers alike because of the high 
caliber of its antiques.

Making the New England Mummies Dance: 
Creating and Hunting Antiques in New England 
Featuring Leslie Keno
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fter a process lasting over 2½ years, the American 
Association of Museums has granted accreditation 
to the Rhode Island Historical Society.  This is 
a very significant accomplishment, as the status 

of accreditation is the highest national recognition available for 
a museum/historical society, and signifies excellence in every 
aspect of organizational activity: governance, collections care 
and management, public programs, financial stability, high  
professional standards, and continuing institutional improvement.  
Only 775 of the nation’s 17,500 museum-type institutions are 
accredited, less than 5%, and only four others in Rhode Island 
are accredited (RISD Museum of Art, the Preservation Society 
of Newport County {the Newport Mansions}, the Newport Art 
Museum, and the Slater Mill Historic Site).

What is more, this accreditation earned by the Rhode Island 
Historical Society is both considerably broader and deeper than 
the similarly-named, but far less comprehensive, accreditation 
we had in the 1990’s.  For one thing, the standards for the  
program have grown much, much tougher, especially in areas of 
financial stability, collections management, and board governance 
structures.  For another, the whole RIHS is now accredited: in 
the old days, our accreditation was limited to something called 
the Museum of Rhode Island History at Aldrich House, and 
excluded the Library, the John Brown House, and the Museum 
of Work and Culture (only opened in 1997).  Now, the whole 
Society can proudly say that it meets the existing requirement 
of accreditation, from the library reception desk to the John 

Brown House walking tours, 
and everything in between.  We 
can truly state now that we are, 
in full, among the very best of 
America’s museums and  
historical organizations.  

It has taken almost six years of 
demanding and relentless effort 
to rebuild and strengthen the 
RIHS to reach this great outcome.  
Many of our members will recall 
how frayed the Society had become before we embarked on this 
massive institutional reformation.  Since 2002, we have raised 
$9 million in new support, restructured our finances, restored 
the John Brown House and repaired our other facilities,  
enormously expanded our educational programs, and brought 
our collections management to the highest levels.  Accreditation 
confirms this astounding transformation.  

I am proud of our members who have stood by us, proud of the 
incredible dedication of the staff, and proud of the board that 
could wisely support us and help guide us through these great 
changes.  As Ford W. Bell, President of the American Association 
of Museums says of our accreditation: “The citizens of Rhode 
Island can take considerable pride in their state historical society, 
for its commitment to excellence and for the value it brings to 
the community.”  

RIHS Receives Highest National Recognition
American Association of Museums Awards Accreditation!
By Bernard Fishman, Executive Director

c Hear Ye, Hear ye
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The Rhode Island Historical Society will present The Third Dimension: Rhode 
Island in 3-D through the medium of stereo views on Saturday June 19, 2010.  
The show will present the history of Rhode Island and its environs from the 
black and white of the 1890s to the brilliant color of the 1960s with expert  
narration by historian Ned Connors.  The image to the left is just one of the 
many wonderful images to be presented in the show.  Other highlights include 
images of our own Senator Sheldon Whitehouse as a baby and dramatic images 
of the 1955 Blackstone River flood.  This fundraising event will help support 
the Society’s ongoing effort to inventory and catalog the vast and unique visual 
resources in our Graphics Collection.  During the first 3 years, the Graphics 
Inventory Project has identified 185,000 individual items within our collections.  
Look for your invitation in the mail to this exciting event and help us preserve 
and share the visual history of Rhode Island.

save the Date! the third Dimension: rhode island in 3-D
Saturday, June 19, 2010 

Stereo view:  Colossal Statue for the Soldiers Monument at 
Antietam. MD, Westerly Granite Works, #2002.6.2.51
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New Mayor of Woonsocket  
Recognizes Importance of MOWC
In December, 2009 Leo T. Fontaine was inaugurated as the 
new Mayor of the City of Woonsocket. He succeeded Mayor 
Susan D. Menard who had served for 14 years as the chief 
executive of the city. Mayor Menard had been instrumental in 
the opening of the Museum of Work and Culture in 1997 and 
its continuing operation.

Mayor Fontaine, a native of Woonsocket, has been an elected 
City official since 1993 and has amply demonstrated his  
continued support of the Museum.  He recognizes the  
Museum as “an important element in ongoing efforts to build 
and revitalize the market square and the remainder of the Main 
Street area and the City as a whole.”  The Museum of Work 
& Culture also “provides a source of activity and learning near 
other attractions, and thus visitors can enjoy themselves in the 
City for an extended period of time.” He further stated that he 
has always “worked to support the Museum in all of its  
initiatives and will continue to do so.” 

Consul General of France Tours MOWC  
In December, Mayor Fontaine, Bernard Fishman, Anne Conway,  
Raymond Bacon and Roger Begin, Honorary Consul of France to 
Rhode Island, welcomed Monsieur Christophe Guilhou, the new 
Consul General of France in Boston, to the Museum.  A group of 
twenty-five Museum volunteers and supporters also came to meet 
the Consul and joined him on his first tour of the Museum. 

Monsieur Guilhou who was born in the City of Lille, France, 
an area known for its manufacturing of beautiful textiles, was 
very intrigued to learn that several manufacturers who origi-
nated from his City, had owned and operated many of the 
Woonsocket textile mills in the first half of the 20th century.  

The New Consul of France has many years of diplomatic  
experience. Before assuming his functions as Consul General 
of France in Boston on August 24th, 2009, Christophe Guilhou 
served as Deputy Representative of France to the United  
Nations in Geneva from 2006 to 2009. 

International Francophonie Celebration
The Museum is working again with the New England  
Francophone Committee to plan and present a wide variety of 
cultural events during the International Francophonie Celebration 
Quinzaine de la Francophonie from March 13 through the 28.  
For more information, please visit www.franco-newengland.org.

From left to right: Roger Begin, RIHS  President Emeritus; Ray Bacon, 
Co-Director, RIHS Museum of Work & Culture; Consul General of France 
Christophe Guilhou; Mayor Leo Fontaine, City of Woonsocket; Anne Conway, 
Co-Director, RIHS Museum of Work & Culture and Bernard Fishman, RIHS 
Executive Director. 
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The Rhode Island Historical Society is a nonprofit organization sustained by our 
many generous donors, members and volunteers.  While we preserve the past, our 
members and donors ensure our future through membership fees, special gifts, and 
donations.  Rhode Island’s history is the story of all the people who have lived here. 
We need your help to tell those stories. 

MeMbership

Whether you join at the Basic Level or opt for a Lifetime Membership, your  
membership in the Rhode Island Historical Society supports our mission to  
collect, preserve and share the Ocean State’s rich history.   For more information 
please contact Ms. Mary Lou Upham at 401-331-8575, ext. 33. 

how You CAn DonAte

Cash – Monetary donations are an important source of operational support for the 
Society programs including research and collections, exhibits, educational program 
support, equipment and staff development.

in-kind gifts – Donations of in-kind gifts may include equipment and/or materials to 
build or enhance exhibits, programs and special events. Donations of services are also a 
valuable way of contributing to the Society. Let us discuss your in-kind gift with you. 

stocks and bonds – Appreciated stocks or bonds make for a gift that benefits not 
only the Society but also benefits the giver with a significant tax advantage.

Gifts made through a will – Consult your estate planner to prepare the perfect gift 
for future generations of the Rhode Island Historical Society patrons.

Life insurance – Declare the Rhode Island Historical Society as a beneficiary on a 
new or existing policy. This will ensure the Society’s success for generations to come.

For information on ways to give, please call the Development office at 401-331-8575,  
ext .33, or mleroy@rihs.org.  All gifts are tax deductible to the extent provided by law. c

Support the RIHS and 
                    Be Part of History
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Education by the Busload

What do the Department of Housing  
and Urban Development and the 
Rhode Island Historical Society have 
in common?  A commitment to serving 
the students of our cities, that’s what.  
And in 2009 the RIHS’s Museum 
of Work and Culture applied for and 
received a Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG) from our long-time 
partners and supporters, the City of 
Woonsocket.  

Over the years, as many of you know, it has become harder and harder 
for teachers to take time away from their schedules for field trips.  On 
the museum side, we often focus on the decrease in visitors, but the 
trouble is actually much deeper, and for those of us who believe in the 
importance of experiential learning outside of the classroom, it is dire.  
Those student visitors aren’t just numbers to us; they are people who 
we hope will come to our museum to learn about the past, but also the 
present, to take with them a historical empathy, and an increased sense 
of caring about others in their communities.  Because, in fact, that is 
what the Museum of Work & Culture so aptly represents: the  
commitment of a community to preserving and educating the public, 
with special attention to the youth, about its history.

Luckily for us, the city and  the  
Woonsocket school district share this 
desire, and it took everyone coming 
together to make this happen.  What 
a dynamic project it has been, and 
continues to be.  In the fall, fifth grade 
teachers joined us at the museum for 
a full day to see what students will 
experience when they come to the site. 
With a CDBG grant, we can do so  
much more: we are helping the  
teachers integrate the Museum of 
Work & Culture into their curricula, 
paying for their buses, their substitutes 
when need be, making their arrangements to get a Ranger tour from 
the John H. Chafee Blackstone River Valley National Heritage  
Corridor Commission, and providing teachers and students with as 
many resources about immigration and labor as we can get our hands 
on!  In February, we’ll be welcoming the eleventh grade teachers to 
do the same.  And their students keep rolling in!

It is an ambitious project, and one that would not be possible without 
the City of Woonsocket and its school district.  They are helping 
us reach our goal of making sure that every student in Woonsocket 
gets to experience the Museum of Work & Culture in the fifth and 
eleventh grades, and that money is never an issue.  c

C. Morgan Grefe, Ph.D. 

Director

Newell D. Goff Center for Education and Public Program

c  Education

Executive Director Bernard  
Fishman was joined by architect 
Cornelis deBoer and Ed Burman 
of E. W. Burman Construction in 
a groundbreaking ceremony 
marking the official start of 
construction work at the John 
Brown House Museum. This  
project will install nine geothermal 
wells and a new air handler to  
provide climate control at the 
house for the first time in its  
history. Now underway, work 
should be completed by June,  
just in time for summer visitors. 

Cool summer Coming to the 
John brown house Museum

Left to Right: Cornelis deBoer, Bernard Fishman and 
Edward Burman break ground on the John Brown House 
Museum HVAC project. 

c Main Street
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Then followed that beautiful season... 

Summer....
Filled was the air with a dreamy and 

magical light; and the landscape lay as if new 

created in all the freshness of childhood.

- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

CONCERTS UNDER THE ELMS 2010

June 24 The American Band
 Patriotic music and “pops” repertoire

July 8 Atwater-Donnelly Band
 Traditional American and 
 Celtic Folk music

July 15 Duke Robillard Band
 Classic blues, R&B, and swing

July 22 Steve Smith & The Nakeds
 Rhythm and Blues Band

July 29 Swing N’ Strings With Al Basile
 Swing, Jazz and Blues

August 5 Magnolia
 Cajun Music

Adults $8.  RIHS members and children under 12 Free.

All concerts begin at 6:30 pm on the John Brown House 
Museum lawn, 52 Power Street, Providence.
For information call 401-331-8575, ext. 33 or 
mlupham@rihs.org.
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c  Happenings

Thursday, April 15, 6:30 p.m.
John Brown House Museum

If These Walls Could Talk… 
Westminster Stories

A unique collection of facts, memories, and 
stories about two blocks of Westminster 
Street in downtown Providence. 

To R.S.V.P.: Dalila Goulart
(401) 331-8575 x45 or 
programs@rihs.org 

Wednesday, April 21, 6:30 p.m.
RIHS Library

George Lee Gaskell: Rhode Island 
Soldier and World Traveler

Come hear the interesting and strange 
life of George Lee Gaskell, a Rhode 
Islander who traveled the world, fought 
in some of the Civil War’s bloodiest 
battles and for the rights of freedmen, 
and traveled westward. 

Contact: Natasha Brooks
(401) 273-8107 x12 or 
libprograms@rihs.org 

Saturday, April 24, 10:00 a.m.
Tour departs from the Aldrich House

A Walking Tour of  
Edward M. Bannister’s Providence

This tour, conducted by Ray Rickman,  
will visit the College Hill home and 
studio of Edward and Christiana  
Carteaux Bannister, as well as other 
sites associated with the noted  
African-American artist.

For tickets: Dalila Goulart
(401) 331-8575 x45 or 
programs@rihs.org 

Saturday, May 8, 11:00 a.m. 
Tour departs from The Curatorium

Personally Providence: Matt Bird 
of The Curatorium

Take a “behind the scenes” walk in Fox 
Point with Matt Bird, a local with a 
personal passion for the neighborhood.

For tickets: Dalila Goulart
(401) 331-8575 x45 or 
programs@rihs.org

Wednesday, May 12, 6:30 p.m.
Aldrich House

Peace and Plunder: 
John Russell Bartlett,  
Albert Gallatin, and the  
U.S.-Mexican War 

Learn how Bartlett and Gallatin both 
vehemently opposed the war against 
Mexico in 1846-48 by launching a public 
relations campaign against it, while still 
looking forward to new information on 
the Native peoples of the region.

Contact: Natasha Brooks
(401) 273-8107 x12 or 
libprograms@rihs.org 

Sunday, May 16, 2:00 p.m.
Salomon Hall, Brown University

2010 Annual Newell D. Goff Lecture
Leslie Keno, Professor Briann Greenfield 
and Scott Davis. More on page 5.

For more information: Dalila Goulart
(401) 331-8575 x45
or programs@rihs.org 

Tuesday, May 18 – Sunday, August 15
Museum of Work & Culture

Gallery: A Walk on Main
Photographer Robert Godin provides 
a photo realistic, morning view of 
prominent buildings on Main Street in 
Woonsocket.

For more information: Ray Bacon
(401) 769-9675 or 
rbacon@rihs.org 

Thursday, May 20, 6:00 and 7:30 p.m. 
John Brown House Museum

If These Walls Could Talk… 
Aesop’s Mirror: A Love Story –  
Book Signing & Lecture

When antiques restorer Maryalice 
Huggins bought an astonishing mirror 
at a Rhode Island auction, she got more 
than she bargained for.

Reservations required: Dalila Goulart
(401) 331-8575 x45 
or programs@rihs.org 

Saturdays, 10:00 a.m.
May 29, June 26, July 31
Tours depart from the John Brown 
House Museum

African-American History 
Walking Tours

These walking tours, led by Ray Rickman, 
celebrate the history of African Americans 
who lived on College Hill from 1701 to 
the present.

For tickets: Dalila Goulart
(401) 331-8575 x45 or 
programs@rihs.org

Thursday, June 17, 6:30 p.m.
John Brown House Museum

If These Walls Could Talk… 
Stories of the Pirates who made 
Rhode Island their Home

Come hear tales of the pirates from 
Rhode Island’s past as told by the 
Rhode Island Pirate Players, a living 
history organization that has been  
educating the public since 2006.

To R.S.V.P.: Dalila Goulart
(401) 331-8575 x45 or 
programs@rihs.org 

June 15 - October 15, 2010
SummerWalks: Historical Walking 
Tours of Providence
For more information: (401) 331-8575 x45

Tuesdays thru Saturdays at 11 a.m.
Benefit Street: A Mile of History
Adults, $12; Seniors and RIHS members, 
$10; Children under 12, $6.

Evenings of full WaterFire 
lightings at 5:30 p.m.

RiverWalk: Before the Fires are Lit
Presented in collaboration with  
WaterFire Providence.
Reservations requested for this tour.
$10 per person. 

Spring/Summer RIHS: 
2010 Calendar 
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